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1 Ukraine Crisis 

1.1 Executive Summary 
Given the developing Russian invasion of Ukraine, there is considerable concern about 
how future threats could potentially materialise. At the time of producing this Cyber 
Threat Intelligence Report, the Russian focus is primarily on military action confined to 
the Ukraine and organisations that operate in this territory. However, it is expected that 
further cyber activity will be seen in the coming days as the international community 
responds. 

As reported in various news feeds, there have been recent cyber incidents attributed to 
Russian threat actors. These give an indication of what will likely be employed, as Russia 
continues its military campaign. Despite Russia being one of the most skilled nation-
state operators in the cyber landscape, it is paramount that good cyber hygiene is 
maintained to mitigate or at least slow any cyber impacts that could potentially spill out 
from Ukraine. 

The remainder of this Cyber Threat Intelligence Report steps into key areas of interest 
and details proactive cybersecurity points. 

2 What Is Happening? 
On 24th February 2022, Russian President Vladimir Putin authorised a ‘special military 
operation’ in the Donbas region of Ukraine. Putin stated in a televised address on Russian 
state TV that the operation was in response to threats from Ukraine and commenced 
shortly after 03:00 am GMT. Targets in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa, and multiple other cities 
across Ukraine were struck.  

Unconfirmed reporting currently indicates that Russian troops have landed in Mariupol 
and Odesa from the Black Sea. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has since 
declared martial law, ordering civilians to stay at home. 
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In the proceeding hours, Russian backed separatists in Donetsk claimed to have 
conducted significant strikes against Ukrainian forces. The Ukrainian military claimed to 
have shot down five Russian planes and one helicopter in the Luhansk region of eastern 
Ukraine. The most intense of the military activity is being conducted in Luhansk and 
Donetsk, which Russia views as independent states and recently signed a ‘friendship 
agreement’ with those areas. Russia is now laying claim to those areas. 

In the UK, Prime Minister Boris Johnson hosted a Cobra meeting at 07:30 am GMT to 
assess the situation and the appropriate response to follow. In the US, President Joe 
Biden will monitor the situation from the White House and coordinate a meeting with the 
G7 to develop an appropriate response. The Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba 
has called on the international community for swift and devastating sanctions to be 
imposed on Russia immediately. In addition, Kuleba has requested financial, 
humanitarian, and military assistance. 

3 What Has Happened Specific to 
Cybersecurity? 

Since the conflict in Georgia in 2008, Russia has largely reformed how its military 
conducts operations. As part of these reforms, we have seen an increase in the 
development and use of ‘Hybrid Warfare’ a concept that combines symmetric, 
asymmetric, regular, reserve, special forces, psychological and cyber capabilities to 
achieve a geopolitical and military advantage. The development of the Russian cyber 
capability is now a key component of the hybrid model, one that is now and will continue 
to be an effective tool in manipulating geopolitical conditions. 

Often, analysing past activity is the best way to predict future intent. The following are 
recent cyber incidents attributed to Russian threat actors and give an indication of what 
will likely be employed as Russia continue their military campaign. 

• DDoS attacks on Ukraine’s financial sector. The UK Government attributed the 
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks against the Ukrainian banking sector 
on 15th and 16th February 2022 to the involvement of the Russian Main Intelligence 
Directorate (GRU). The decision to publicly attribute this incident underlines the 
fact that the UK and its allies will not tolerate malicious cyber activity. 
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• Purported Data Leak of Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs Listed for Sale on 
Raid Forums. ‘danieltx51’, a member of the mid-tier Raid Forums, is selling an 
alleged data leak related to the Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) 
(mfa[.]gov[.]ua) for 8 Raid Forums credits. The threat actor has not provided any 
sample data. As of 21st February 2022, it is confirmed that at least seven other 
unidentified threat actors have purchased the compromised information. This 
account was created in February 2022. 

• HermeticWiper Targets Ukrainian Government and Financial Entities. On 23rd 
February 2022, multiple Ukrainian Government websites and banks were targeted 
in a DDoS cyber-attack. Simultaneously, security firms ESET and Symantec issued 
reports indicating that entities in Ukraine were also targeted by a wiper malware 
attack which, according to ESET telemetry “was installed on hundreds of machines 
in the country” beginning at 14:52 UTC. ESET, citing fellow security researchers, is 
calling this wiper malware “HermeticWiper”.  

According to a report in SC Magazine, citing the technical director of Symantec Threat 
Intelligence, “[they] know of at least two organizations who have been targeted” and that 
“Symantec has seen the wiper in Ukraine, Latvia, and Lithuania.” Accounts on social 
media also indicated that the wiper malware attacks were directed at the Ukrainian 
financial and government sectors as well as military contractors. Analysis of the malware 
reveals that it installs a Windows kernel driver originally named epmntdrv.sys.  

This driver is part of the legitimate software package, EaseUs Partition Manager, and is 
not considered malicious under normal use. Using a legitimate driver to facilitate wiping 
a hard drive is likely a technique employed to evade detection by security products. 
Additionally, information security researchers disclosed that this malware likely damages 
the Master Boot Record (MBR), which prevents a victim's computer from loading the 
main operating system. 

 

3.1 HermeticWiper Analysis:  
According to security researchers, HermeticWiper is digitally signed using a certificate 
linked to the company ‘Hermetica Digital Ltd’ which is valid from April 2021 to April 2022. 
Hermetica Digital Ltd appears to be an obscure Cypriot company and media personnel 
were unable to reach anyone at the company for comment. This raises the possibility 
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that the attackers used a shell company or appropriated a defunct company to issue the 
certificate.  

Researchers also note that, of the two publicly available HermeticWiper samples, the 
(0385eeab00e946a302b24a91dea4187c1210597b8e17cd9e2230450f5ece21da) sample 
was compiled in December 2021 and the second 
(0385eeab00e946a302b24a91dea4187c1210597b8e17cd9e2230450f5ece21da) on 
February 23rd 2022, the day of the attack. While it is trivial to alter compilation dates, the 
older compilation date suggests that HermeticWiper may have been in development for 
several months. 

The wiper abuses a benign EaseUS Partition Manager driver called ‘empntdrv.sys’ in 
order to access physical drives directly as well as retrieve partition information (SHA256: 
96b77284744f8761c4f2558388e0aee2140618b484ff53fa8b222b340d2a9c84). Although 
the EaseUS driver is also digitally signed as required by most Windows systems, the 
digital certificate expired in November 2014. However, as the driver was created and 
signed within the certificate’s valid time it will still load successfully. One of four drivers 
are dropped as ms-compressed resources depending on the OS version, CPU bitness, and 
SysWow64 redirection of the targeted machine (note: these are legitimate files that are 
abused by HermeticWiper): 

• RCDATA_DRV_X64 - 
e5f3ef69a534260e899a36cec459440dc572388defd8f1d98760d31c700f42d5 

• RCDATA_DRV_X86 - 
b01e0c6ac0b8bcde145ab7b68cf246deea9402fa7ea3aede7105f7051fe240c1 

• RCDATA_DRV_XP_X64 - 
b6f2e008967c5527337448d768f2332d14b92de22a1279fd4d91000bb3d4a0fd 

• RCDATA_DRV_XP_X86 - 
fd7eacc2f87aceac865b0aa97a50503d44b799f27737e009f91f3c281233c17d 

HermeticWiper then enumerates a range of physical drives multiple times, from 0 - 100. 
For each physical drive, the \\. \EPMNTDRV\ device is called for a device number. The 
malware then focuses on corrupting the first 512 bytes, the Master Boot Record (MBR) 
for every physical drive. HermeticWiper proceeds to enumerate the partitions for all 
possible drives and attempts to corrupt FAT and NTFS partitions.  

After successfully completing the wiping functionality, HermeticWiper initiates a system 
shutdown. As previously reported by ESET, the wiper was dropped via the default 
(domain policy) GPO meaning that attackers had likely taken control of the Active 
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Directory server prior to wiper execution. Beyond this, there is still limited information 
available as to the infection vector used to deploy HermeticWiper and the wider context 
of the wiper’s usage. 

 

3.2 Series of DDoS Attacks Target Ukrainian Government Systems 
and Banks 

On 23rd February 2022, Netblocks reported that Ukraine’s “Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Security Service of Ukraine, and 
Cabinet of Ministers’ websites have just been impacted by network disruptions'' and later 
indicated that PrivatBank and Oschadbank have also been targeted by similar Distributed 
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.  

The BBC reported that Ukraine’s Centre for Strategic Communications confirmed the 
incident. The incident mirrors previous DDoS attacks conducted on 15th February 2022, 
that targeted Ukraine’s Armed Forces, Defense Ministry, Public Radio, PrivatBank, and 
Oschadbank, knocking some services offline for two hours. 

 

3.3 New Sandworm Malware Cyclops Blink Replaces VPNFilter 
On 23rd February 2022, the UK and US published a joint advisory that identifies a new 
malware used by the actor Sandworm. Sandworm, also known as Voodoo Bear, has 
previously been attributed to Russia’s GRU. Both US and UK officials said they believe 
that the Sandworm group developed Cyclops Blink to replace the previous botnet created 
using the older VPNFilter malware, botnet that the FBI sink-holed in late May 2018. 

VPNFilter is a sophisticated malware campaign targeting over 500 thousand network 
devices that were found in Ukraine. The malware system, named VPNFilter, was found to 
target devices from Linksys, MikroTik, NETGEAR, and TP-Link networking equipment 
along with QNAP network-attached storage (NAS) devices, sharing code overlap with the 
BlackEnergy malware that previously targeted Ukrainian electrical systems.  

The VPNFilter suite operates in three stages with various modules for data exfiltration, 
file collection, packet sniffing for the SCADA protocol, MODBUS, and self-destruct 
features to destroy the infected device, among others. Researchers fear the advanced 
malware and its global infection rate could be used to cut off internet access for citizens 
across Ukraine. 
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• Cyclops Blink is a malicious Linux ELF executable, compiled for the 32-bit 
PowerPC (big-endian) architecture. NCSC, FBI, CISA, NSA and industry analysis 
has associated it with a large-scale botnet targeting Small Office/Home Office 
(SOHO) network devices. This botnet has been active since at least June 2019, 
affecting WatchGuard Firebox and possibly other SOHO network devices. Analysis 
by NCSC is available here: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/files/Cyclops-Blink-Malware-
Analysis-Report.pdf 

4 What Is Likely to Happen Next? 
Assessment has been split into separate sections to best convey immediate threats: 

4.1 Military Sphere 
Russian forces will continue to attack key locations along the line of contact in the 
Donbas region. This will likely aid them in securing the ‘independent’ regions of Luhansk 
and Donetsk.  

It is likely the Russian military activity will be conducted in wider Ukraine across multiple 
axis to stretch the Ukrainian military. This makes it more difficult for the Ukrainian armed 
forces to coordinate a concerted military effort, working on the assumption that Luhansk 
and Donetsk are Russia’s main efforts. 

It is assessed with moderate confidence that Russia will likely attempt to restrict air and 
sea ingress routes by deploying restricted operating zones enforced with air defence 
systems and naval assets. 

It is highly likely that Russian separatist forces will continue to agitate tensions through 
Ukraine, targeting security forces and will likely attempt to engineer situations that will 
highlight Ukrainian forces as antagonists. 

It is a real possibility that Russia uses the current heightened tension to negotiate the 
cessation of the Donbas region from Ukraine in favour of drawing down military 
operations and further escalation. 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/files/Cyclops-Blink-Malware-Analysis-Report.pdf
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/files/Cyclops-Blink-Malware-Analysis-Report.pdf
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4.2 Cybersphere 
It is almost certain that Russia will continue to employ cyber operations to maintain 
control and dictate the conflict in their favour. The following are a list of cyber operations 
in order of likelihood: 

• Almost Certain – Russia will target government websites to propagate Russian 
propaganda to the Ukrainian civilian population. 

• Almost Certain – Proliferation of ‘fake news’ ‘alternative facts’ negatively 
portraying Ukraine’s involvement. 

• Almost Certain – Russian threat actors continue to target government, banking, 
and other key systems with the likes of DDoS attacks to draw Ukraine into a digital 
quagmire. 

• Highly Likely – Russian threat actors likely provide data obtained through data 
breaches to wider cyber-criminal organisations. Further impact could be gained by 
providing breach credentials through dark web access broker sites. 

• Highly Likely – Use of destructive HermeticWiper or similar malware. 

• Likely or Probable – Russia will target those nations assisting Ukraine, targeting 
financial services, government institutions and significant supply chain 
infrastructure. 

4.3 Possible Escalations on the Horizon 
To accurately assess escalation points with regards to this conflict, it is key to 
understand what the response will be from the US, UK, G7, NATO and the EU. 
Demonstrating strength has been a keystone in Vladimir Putin’s presentation to the 
Russian public; operations in Ukraine will likely continue to fall under the same narrative. 
To that end, actions and sanctions taken against the Russian state will likely have to be 
met with at least the same level of response. 

For example, if Russia’s access to the Swift banking system is restricted, then it is 
reasonable to assess that Russian threat actor responses may be focussed against the 
financial sector and the technologies it uses. In addition, Russia is acutely aware that 
Europe and Germany, in particular, are heavily dependent on Russian natural gas. While 
Germany is at a record low on its gas reserves, it is reasonable to assess that this will 
likely be leveraged against Germany and the wider European community. 
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Avoiding further escalation is likely at the forefront of western political minds, therefore 
de-escalation will be attempted with peacekeeping missions in mind. It is a real threat 
that further escalation could take place in the cybersphere and the likelihood of collateral 
damage from the deployment of sophisticated malware is a realistic probability. This 
could potentially impact across all industry verticals; therefore, proactive mitigation is a 
must. 

5 What Are Nettitude Doing About the Cyber 
Threat for Our Clients? 

Nettitude’s Security Operations Centre (SOC) have been monitoring the situation through 
closed and commercial intelligence sources. At present, there is limited actionable 
intelligence other than affirmations to remain vigilant and some malware samples. 

We have tracked the malicious samples captured from the cyber espionage campaign 
against Ukraine VIPs and have loaded detections for these across our toolsets. We have 
also run high-level hunts for these samples in our monitored environments with no hits 
so far. 

From what we are seeing, attacks have pivoted from targeted malware deployment to 
DDoS and public-facing website defacement. However, we are currently in the process of 
creating detections and targeted hunts around the Cyclops Blink malware. This is 
purported to be in use by Sandworm, a Russian APT group with close links to Russian 
Intelligence services and the authors behind NotPetya, Industroyer and other high profile 
cyber espionage. 

We are keeping a close watch for any new findings, indicators or techniques, writing 
signatures, and performing additional hunting as new intelligence comes to light. Even 
more so now that Russian sanctions are in place with more expected. 
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6 What Should Organisations be Doing? 

6.1 NCSC Advice 
The most important action for organisations of all sizes is to make sure that the 
fundamentals of cybersecurity are in place to protect their devices, networks, and 
systems. 

The actions below are about ensuring that basic cyber hygiene controls are in place and 
functioning correctly. This is important under all circumstances but critical during 
periods of heightened cyber threat.  

An organisation is unlikely to be able to make widespread system changes quickly in 
response to a change in threat, but organisations should make every effort to implement 
these actions as a priority. 

• Check your system patching 
• Verify access controls 
• Ensure defences are working 
• Logging and monitoring 
• Review your backups 
• Review incident plans 
• Check your internet footprint 
• Test Phishing response 
• Check third-party access 
• Brief your wider organisation 

In addition, those organisations with more resources available should also consider the 
following steps: 

• If your organisation has plans in place to make cybersecurity improvements over 
time, you should review whether to accelerate the implementation of key 
mitigating measures, accepting that this will likely require reprioritisation of 
resources or investment. 

• No technology service or system is entirely risk-free and mature organisations 
make balanced and informed risk-based decisions. When the threat is heightened, 
organisations should revisit key risk-based decisions and validate whether the 
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organisation is willing to continue to tolerate those risks, or whether it is better to 
invest in remediation or accept a capability reduction. 

• Some system functions, such as rich data exchange from untrusted networks, may 
inherently bring a greater level of cyber risk. Large organisations should assess 
whether it is appropriate to accept a temporary reduction in functionality to reduce 
the threat exposure.  

• Larger organisations will have mechanisms for assessing, testing, and applying 
software patches at scale. When the threat is heightened, your organisations may 
wish to take a more aggressive approach to patch security vulnerabilities, 
accepting that this may have a service impact itself. 

• During this time, large organisations should consider delaying any significant 
system changes that are not security-related. 

• If you have an operational cybersecurity team or SOC it may be helpful to consider 
arrangements for extended operational hours, or to put in place contingency plans 
to scale up operations quickly if a cyber incident occurs. 

• If you have systems in place that can take automated action or notifications based 
on threat intelligence, you might also consider procuring threat feeds or services 
that may give you information relevant to the period of heightened threat. 

6.2 Indicators of Compromise 
It is worth noting that the following are past Indicators of Compromise (IoC) for malware 
previously detailed. It is highly likely that further activity will come from sophisticated 
threat actors and will have a different digital signature, but it is recommended that the 
following are used for internal monitoring:  

6.2.1 VPNFilter - IP Addresses      
217.79.179.14 

94.242.222.68 

91.214.203.144 

82.118.242.124 

217.12.202.40 

94.185.80.82 
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91.121.109.209 

46.151.209.33 

95.211.198.231 

5.149.250.54 

91.200.13.76 

62.210.180.229 

195.154.180.60 

 

6.2.2 VPNFilter - Hashes 
9eb6c779dbad1b717caa462d8e040852759436ed79cc2172692339bc62432387 

0e0094d9bd396a6594da8e21911a3982cd737b445f591581560d766755097d92 

776cb9a7a9f5afbaffdd4dbd052c6420030b2c7c3058c1455e0a79df0e6f7a1d 

50ac4fcd3fbc8abcaa766449841b3a0a684b3e217fc40935f1ac22c34c58a9ec 

afd281639e26a717aead65b1886f98d6d6c258736016023b4e59de30b7348719 

9683b04123d7e9fe4c8c26c69b09c2233f7e1440f828837422ce330040782d17 

d6097e942dd0fdc1fb28ec1814780e6ecc169ec6d24f9954e71954eedbc4c70e 

0649fda8888d701eb2f91e6e0a05a2e2be714f564497c44a3813082ef8ff250b 

4b03288e9e44d214426a02327223b5e516b1ea29ce72fa25a2fcef9aa65c4b0b 

8a20dc9538d639623878a3d3d18d88da8b635ea52e5e2d0c2cce4a8c5a703db1 

f8286e29faa67ec765ae0244862f6b7914fcdde10423f96595cb84ad5cc6b344 

37e29b0ea7a9b97597385a12f525e13c3a7d02ba4161a6946f2a7d978cc045b4 

 

6.2.3 Cyclops Blink - IP Addresses 
50.255.126.65 

70.62.153.174 

78.134.89.167 
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80.15.113.188 

80.153.75.103 

80.155.38.210 

81.4.177.118 

93.51.177.66 

90.63.245.175 

96.80.68.193 

 

6.2.4 Cyclops Blink - Hashes 
1bc44eef75779e3ca1eefb8ff5a64807dbc942b1e4a2672d77b9f6928d292591. 

 

6.2.5 HermeticWiper - Hashes 
1bc44eef75779e3ca1eefb8ff5a64807dbc942b1e4a2672d77b9f6928d292591 

0385eeab00e946a302b24a91dea4187c1210597b8e17cd9e2230450f5ece21da 

4dc13bb83a16d4ff9865a51b3e4d24112327c526c1392e14d56f20d6f4eaf382 

b6f2e008967c5527337448d768f2332d14b92de22a1279fd4d91000bb3d4a0fd 

b01e0c6ac0b8bcde145ab7b68cf246deea9402fa7ea3aede7105f7051fe240c1 

96b77284744f8761c4f2558388e0aee2140618b484ff53fa8b222b340d2a9c84 

e5f3ef69a534260e899a36cec459440dc572388defd8f1d98760d31c700f42d5 

fd7eacc2f87aceac865b0aa97a50503d44b799f27737e009f91f3c281233c17d 
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